This work develops imaging protocols for improved dose readout of a Fricke-xylenol orange-gelatin (FXG) gel-filled 1 L polyethylene terephthalate (PETE) jar dosimeter using a commercial Vista TM cone-beam optical computed tomography (CT) scanner from Modus Medical Devices Inc. (London, ON, Canada). To ensure good management of light source-detector stability, it was determined that (a) a minimum of 2 h warm-up time is necessary prior to dosimeter scanning, (b) the light source should be kept on until the completion of the last data scan except for the minimum amount of time required to acquire dark field images, and (c) the optional Vista software projection image normalization routine should be used in image reconstruction. The institution of dosimeter scan time and temperature control was strongly indicated from the experiments. A standard post-irradiation wait time of 30 min measured to within ±30 s was established to minimize the measurement uncertainties due to dosimeter development and diffusion. To alleviate thermochromic behavior leading to inaccurate dose readout, holding bath warm up and prescan temperature adjustment procedures were developed to control dosimeter temperature to within ±0.2
Introduction
Since the emergence of gel dosimetry as a potential candidate for three-dimensional (3D) dose measurements in radiation therapy (Gore et al 1984 , Olsson et al 1990 , significant attention has been directed toward the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for gel dosimeter readout (Schreiner and Olding 2009) . One reason for MRI being quickly established as the preferred modality for 3D dose readout was its prior development as a mature technology in other medical applications, which served as a good basis for the new task of gel dosimetry (Doran 2009 ).
The preferred dose contrast mechanism in MRI of gel dosimeters has typically been the change in R2 spin-spin relaxation rate, which can be calibrated to obtain a quantitative 3D dose distribution from the irradiated gel dosimeter (Baldock et al 1998 , 1999 , Taylor et al 2007 , 2009 ). However, there was some confusion in the early development of this field, which, in part, was occasioned by the lack of standard protocols for MRI (Schreiner and Olding 2009) . Following this early work were some investigations aimed toward the optimization of MRI parameters for gel dosimetry (De Deene and Baldock 2002, De Deene 2004) , which helped to bring better consistency to the field. Other studies focused on a variety of other factors, such as dosimeter temperature at irradiation, post-irradiation time before scanning, and dosimeter temperature at time of scanning for different types of normoxic polymer gel . From these studies, a number of recommendations have been developed (i.e. imaging protocols) for good practice in MRI-based gel dosimetry.
In the mid-1990s, optical computed tomography (CT) was introduced as an alternative 3D readout method for gel dosimeters (Tarte and van Doorn 1993 , 1995 , Gore et al 1996 . Unlike MRI, optical CT had not seen significant prior development as a quantitative 3D imaging tool, and to date, much important characterization work remains to be done in this field. A number of scanner designs have been introduced since then, ranging from improved translate-rotate scanners Doran 2007b, Lopatiuk-Tirpak et al 2008) to faster area detection schemes (as opposed to point detection) based on cone-beam (Wolodzko et al 1999 , Babic et al 2008 and parallel-beam (Doran et al 2001 , Krstajic and Doran 2006 , 2007a charge-coupled device (CCD) configurations. Each of these approaches to data acquisition has advantages and limitations that need to be understood and characterized in combination with the chemistry of the gel dosimeter in use.
In a previous work, some basic properties of the Vista TM cone-beam optical CT scanner (Modus Medical Devices Inc.) were characterized (Olding et al 2010) and the scanner shown to be capable of imaging optically absorbing media to the Resolution, imaging Time, Accuracy and Precision (RTAP) criteria that have been suggested for comparing the imaging modalities of MRI and optical CT (Oldham et al 2001) . The experimental investigations presented in this paper follow up on imaging issues raised in Olding et al (2010) , and are particularly directed at improving the accuracy of cone-beam optical CT imaging of a Fricke-xylenol orange-gelatin (FXG) gel dosimeter (Kelly et al 1998) . This dosimeter has previously been shown to be well suited for use with optical cone-beam imaging (Babic et al 2008 (Babic et al , 2009 ) since it benefits from optical absorption being its contrast mechanism. In addition to establishing some of the necessary details for reliable cone-beam optical imaging of an FXG gel dosimeter, this paper is intended to serve as an illustrative example of the work that is required to move past basic scanner characterization to imaging a specific type of gel dosimeter with its own inherent strengths and limitations. As in Olding et al (2010) , basic assessments are completed employing calibration scattering solutions, absorbing solutions, and gelatin phantoms that allow the optical measurement to be separated from the uncertainties in dose delivery and gel dosimetry. Time and temperature imaging protocols are established for improved dosimeter readout. The main sources of stray light perturbation in the system are then assessed and recommendations made for future improvement in the optical measurement of 3D dose.
Experiment
This section starts with a general overview of the preparation and imaging of calibration solutions and FXG gel dosimeters. The first set of experiments is directed at setting a scannerrelated protocol for improving measurement accuracy. Then, time and temperature-related attenuation variations in the FXG gel are investigated in order to establish corresponding dosimeter-related protocols. The final set of experiments is aimed at understanding the sources of stray light perturbation in the system, and in this case, the investigations of the dosimeter-and scanner-related stray light sources are discussed together.
Cone-beam optical CT imaging
Three-dimensional imaging was performed using a Vista cone-beam optical scanner (Modus Medical Devices Inc.) employing a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera with the lens aperture set to f5, and either 633 or 590 nm LED diffuse light panel illumination (specified in each experiment). As a detailed description of the scanner and its operation has previously been reported (Olding et al 2010) , only necessary details are repeated here. A matching tank solution for the scanner consisted of 10-12 wt% propylene glycol (cat. no 134368, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Oakville, Canada) in water, the refractive index of which (1.344-1.346 ± 0.001 at 590 nm) was monitored over time at room temperature (21 ± 1
• C) using a handheld refractometer with a central measurement wavelength of 589 nm (r 2 mini refractometer, Reichert Analytical Instruments, Depew, NY, USA). A minimal change in the tank solution index on the order of −0.0001
• C −1 was observed as the temperature was increased over the range of 15-25 • C. Temperature measurements were taken using a digital temperature probe (TM99A-NA Digital Thermometer, Nuclear Associates, Carle Place, NY, USA). For each scan, a set of 410 light intensity transmission projections was acquired over 360
• in approximately 4 min. Reference scans were completed on a 1 L PETE jar containing a matching tank solution (or on an FXG gel-filled 1 L PETE dosimeter jar prior to irradiation) at the highest shutter exposure time possible without inducing camera pixel saturation and with the lowest gain setting. Data scans were acquired at the same camera settings as the reference scan in all of the imaging runs. Optical CT attenuation images were reconstructed to an isotropic voxel resolution of 0.5 or 1.0 mm. The default resolution was 0.5 mm, unless otherwise specified.
The calibration scattering solutions, absorbing solutions, and uniform 5 wt% gelatinin-water phantoms used for investigating the possibility of standard imaging protocols were prepared according to Olding et al (2010) . FXG gel dosimeters in this work were prepared according to the recipe suggested by Babic et al (2008) , containing 0.3 mM ferrous ammonium sulfate (cat. no 203505, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd, Oakville, Canada), 0.05 mM xylenol orange (cat. no 398187, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd), 65 mM sulfuric acid (cat. no 258105, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd), and 6 wt% gelatin (300 bloom Type A porcine gelatin, cat. no G2500, Sigma-Aldrich Ltd) in distilled, de-ionized water. After preparation, the heated FXG solutions were poured into 1 L PETE jars and allowed to set overnight at 4
• C in a refrigerator. Line profiles and regions of interest (ROI) in absorbing, scattering, gelatin phantom and FXG dosimeter projection data and optical CT reconstructed 3D data sets were evaluated using ImageJ (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), Microview 2.1.2 (GE Healthcare, UK) or MatLab (Mathworks, Newark, NJ, USA) software. 
Scanner light source-detector stability
One of the key requirements for achieving a high precision Vista scanner measurement is to ensure that the light source-detector combination yields a stable signal over time. A default projection image normalization region is employed by the cone-beam reconstruction software toward this end (figure 1(a) inset). In the software routine, a mean projection intensity value is calculated in the normalization region of interest (ROI) for each reference and data projection image. The set of mean intensity ROI values for each scan is averaged to obtain a mean scan intensity value for each scan. The reference and data projection image sets are then divided by their respective global scan normalization value to account for any light source-detector variability at the time of image collection.
To test the efficacy of this method of managing light source-detector variability, a reference scan was taken of a 1 L PETE jar containing 12 wt% propylene glycol-in-water matching tank fluid immediately after the scanner was turned on, under 633 nm illumination. Data scans of a 0.1 g L −1 calibration scattering solution were then acquired at 1 h intervals over a scanner warm-up period spanning 5 h. The results (figure 1(a)) indicate a 2.5% drop in mean attenuation over the 5 h period. Previous experiments have indicated that the most accurate region for dosimetry within the jar is a cylindrical ROI covering the central 8 cm of the jar's diameter (i.e. to within 5 mm of the jar wall) and the central 10 cm in height (Olding et al 2010) . This cylindrical ROI was set as the evaluation volume for the data in figure 1(a) .
Looking within the set of 410 projection images of the first data scan from figure 1(a), a significant drop in the mean 'jar region' projection intensity is clearly evident ( figure 1(b) ).
The open field intensity of the light source was subsequently evaluated over a 16 h time period using a photodiode detector (figure 2(a)) and was found to stabilize after approximately 2 h with the possibility of a slight sinusoidal ripple in magnitude over time. This ripple is observed from a sixth-order polynomial fit to the data (shown in figure 2(a) ). The fit is ill-conditioned because of the significant spread in the data (y = 0.000 003x 6 -0.0002x 5 + 0.0049x 4 -0.0596x 3 + 0.3576x 2 − 0.9529x + 19.72, R 2 = 0.27), but was felt to represent a real underlying phenomenon. A similar falloff in mean open field intensity was observed when using the scanner camera for the measurement of intensity ( figure 2(b) ). However, if the scanner light source was turned off for more than a few seconds, a sharp increase in mean intensity was observed by the camera as the light source was turned on again (figure 2(b)), and the signal would then require additional time for stabilization.
Scan time constraints
Imaging FXG gel dosimeters, as opposed to scattering/absorbing solutions, involves additional time constraints beyond that of a scanner minimum warm up time. A previous report has indicated that the FXG dosimeter can stabilize in ∼40 min for a 200 cGy delivery (Kelly et al 1998) , but a closer examination of the results from this work indicate that the attenuation is still increasing at a marginal rate of ∼3% per hour relative to the value obtained at the 40 min mark. To investigate this further, an FXG gel dosimeter was irradiated to a superficial dose of 200 cGy on the day after manufacture using a Gulmay superficial x-ray therapy unit (Gulmay Medical Inc., Buford, GA, USA) with a 6 cm cone insert. The Gulmay unit was employed for the delivery in order to obtain a large variation in dose distribution within the gel volume. The dosimeter was then imaged on the Vista scanner at 590 nm multiple times over a 24 h period after irradiation. The dosimeter and the scanner matching tank fluid were held at 20.1 ± 0.2
• C during this post-irradiation time period. The central axis depth attenuation curves corrected for auto-oxidation effects (Babic et al 2008) clearly show dose development over this time period ( figure 3(a) ). Attenuation data taken from three depths in the curves and normalized to the attenuation value at a post-irradiation time of 30 min indicate an attenuation increase of approximately 2.8-3.0% per hour at each depth ( figure 3(b) ). An additional unpublished experiment completed by the authors has indicated that a similarly irradiated FX solution (without the gelatin, but with all other components present in the same percentages as usual) will stabilize in the mean attenuation value within 24 to 48 h under refrigeration, whereas the FXG gel will continue to react under refrigeration over a period of weeks (at a rate greater than that expected from auto-oxidation) to the point of response saturation. The role of gelatin in driving this reaction forward is not well understood and has not been investigated further to date.
Another factor that plays a role in the development of FXG dosimeter imaging protocols is the loss of spatial dose integrity over time due to diffusion of the ferric-xylenol orange ion complex (Harris et al 1996 , Rae et al 1996 , Baldock et al 2001 . A line profile through the optical CT image of the 200 cGy Gulmay delivery at a depth of 1 cm (figure 4(a), normalized to maximum attenuation) shows the effect of diffusion on spatial dose integrity over time. In an enlarged view near the top edge of the dose gradient (figure 4(b)), the normalized attenuation changes in magnitude at a rate up to ∼0.4% every 10 min at the fastest changing point along this attenuation (dose) profile.
Scan temperature constraints
Representative 0.1 g L −1 acrylic scattering and 1.48 mg L −1 patent blue violet dye absorbing solution-filled 1 L PETE jars were cooled in the refrigerator prior to optical scanning at 633 nm. The mean reconstructed ROI attenuation coefficient of the cooled scatter solution-filled jar was found to be elevated by slightly more than 3% compared to the room-temperature attenuation value. An evaluation of the mean transmitted intensity value within the jar region of the projection images indicates a slight trend of increasing intensity through the jar as it warms up (figure 5(a)). The measurements were repeated on the cooled absorbing solution, and less than 0.5% projection intensity variation was observed over the range of 10-21
• C (figure 5(a)). The FXG gel dosimeter was assessed to see if the iron-xylenol orange dye complex had a similar temperature response to that of the patent blue violet dye. Figure 5 (b) shows the reconstructed central axis attenuation (depth dose) for an FXG gel irradiated with a 6 × 6 cm, 20 MeV electron beam to a dose of 200 cGy at a reference depth of 3 cm, using a Varian Clinac 21iX linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA), and refrigerated for 3 weeks to ensure reaction completion (i.e. dosimeter development is minimal at this point). The measured dosimeter data are known to be inconsistent with the planned delivery due to diffusion effects over the 3 week post-irradiation time period. However, the primary interest is in obtaining relative data measurements at temperature, so this is not a significant issue. Individual scans were acquired at 590 nm on the Vista scanner and auto-oxidation effects were taken into account (Babic et al 2008) . Temperature measurements at a single reference point in the dosimeter were taken prior to each scan by inserting the temperature probe 1 cm into the FXG gel. The temperature of the matching tank solution was held to 22 ± 1
• C during the scans. The dosimeter was placed in a covered, warm water-filled tank between scans. The dosimeter jar was then returned to the refrigerator and re-scanned on the following day. The scan data are shown in figure 5(b), with auto-oxidation effects between the 2 days accounted for in the data.
Some follow-up temperature experiments were then performed. An FX aqueous solutionfilled 1 L PETE jar prepared according to Babic et al (2008) , but not including the gelatin component, was irradiated through the top surface of the gel with an 1800 cGy, 6 × 6 cm, 6 MV photon beam (to the reference depth of 2 cm) and imaged at 590 nm and room temperature (21.4 ± 0.1
• C) at a post-irradiation time of 30 min. The jar was then cooled down in an ice bath and re-imaged over the next 2 h at different warm-up temperatures, with temperature readings taken in the same manner as for the data presented in figure 5(b). An FXG gel-filled 1 L PETE jar dosimeter was also prepared, irradiated with a 180 cGy, 6 × 6 cm, 6 MV photon beam, and similarly imaged. Mean ROI attenuation values for the region covering the central 8 cm in diameter and 10 cm in height of the imaged jars (reconstructed to 1 mm cubic voxel size) are shown in figure 6(a). Note that the uncertainties reported in figure 6(a) are related to the temperature measurement at the reference point and do not report the possibility of temperature variation throughout the jar media. The average uncertainty was assessed from slight positional changes in the visually approximated probe depth of 1 cm at different temperatures, and was much smaller for the FX solution than for the FXG gel, presumably due to differences in diffusion. Finally, after overnight refrigeration, the two dosimeters were placed in a warm-up bath at 22
• C. Temperature readings were taken at 15 min intervals over a period of 4 h in the center of the FX jar (figure 6(b)). Temperature readings were also acquired at 15 min intervals over the same 4 h period at three points in the FXG jar with the probe inserted 9 cm deep into the FXG gel (also shown in figure 6(b)). The selected positions were located approximately 0, 2 and 4 cm from the center of the 4.6 cm radius jar.
Stray light reduction
Cone-beam optical CT imaging of absorbing and scattering solutions is known to be affected by optical artifacts due to stray light from a number of different sources (Jordan and Battista 2006 , 2009 , Bosi et al 2007 , 2009 , Olding et al 2010 . Stray light perturbation occurs when light rays from the diffuse light source not originally traveling along a cone-beam primary ray path reflect or scatter onto that ray path (i.e. within some finite sized ray bundle defined primarily by the camera lens aperture), typically prior to exiting the attenuating media or when in transit through the camera lens optics. As light arriving along a primary ray path is indiscriminately focused onto the CCD chip regardless of the original path taken, stray light may be acquired as a contaminant signal in the projection image recorded by the camera. The experiments in this section are therefore aimed toward describing the main sources of perturbation and considering the possibility of setting stray light-reducing protocols for improved FXG gel dosimetry. As the FXG gel dosimeter combines a low scattering attenuation gelatin matrix with an optical absorption dose contrast mechanism, evaluation of both scattering and absorbing solutions in the Vista scanner is required.
The fundamental relationship on which Feldkamp filtered back projection cone-beam reconstruction (Feldkamp et al 1984) is based is Beer's Law. This law states that for a light intensity I o incident at the surface of a uniform substance of a linear attenuation coefficient μ, the attenuated light intensity I at some depth x in the substance is given by I = I o e −μx . The cone-beam reconstruction calculations presume that light travels in straight lines along cone-beam ray paths through the attenuating media. This 'ray path' condition generally holds true for the lens-based camera detector in the Vista scanner, as the camera optics only focus light onto the CCD chip that is traveling in tight ray bundles along cone-beam geometry ray paths toward the camera lens after exiting the attenuating media (Olding et al 2010) .
One method of verifying the assumption of cone-beam geometry described in Olding et al (2010) involves the acquisition of two-dimensional (2D) percentage intensity maps from the Vista scanner. These maps are obtained through use of a 2 mm pinhole grid blocker inserted at the light source side of the matching tank. Each pinhole can be thought of as passing a tight ray bundle of light. Then, the intensity of light reaching the center pixel in the illuminated region at the detector with the pinhole blocker in place relative to the intensity reaching the same 'center' pixel under open field condition is effectively a measure of how much light reaching the camera is sourced in that ray bundle (or light cone). Similar stray light rejection schemes involving the use of physical collimators are also found in other CT geometries Kim 2004, Jirasek et al 2009). Figures 7(a) and (b) show open field and pinhole blocker images of a 12 wt% propylene glycol-in-water-filled 1 L PETE jar in the matching tank at 590 nm. The 0.8 mm thick aluminum matte-finished blocker used to obtain the image in figure 7(b) had 2 mm diameter pinholes, 11 mm (square) spacing between pinholes and was inserted at the light source side of the matching tank. Figure 7 (c) shows the measurements along the line of blocker pinholes highlighted in figure 7(b), with and without the PETE jar inserted in the matching tank. The ratio varies less than 2% without the jar in place. When the jar is in the matching tank, a significant level of perturbation up to 4-6% near the jar walls is observed in the projection image.
The projection image data are increasingly perturbed when imaging scattering media (Olding et al 2010) . To explore this effect, the 2 mm diameter pinhole blocker grid experiment described in figure 7 was repeated with a 5 wt% gelatin-in-water-filled jar (see figure 8) . A bi-cubic spline function in MatLab was used to interpolate between measured grid points to obtain a 2D percentage map for the full projection image. A reduced mean 'jar region' percentage intensity value of ∼78% (figure 8(c)) is indicated. A series of increasing diameter single pinhole blockers (with the pinholes approximately centered in front of the jar) were The question is: can the level of stray light perturbation be meaningfully reduced through a hardware adjustment or imaging protocol? It is difficult to assign meaningful protocols compensating for stray light sources inherent to the dosimeter, such as the jar interfaces or the scattering gel matrix. However, there are other sources of stray light in the system related to the scanner. Perhaps the simplest perturbation to manage (and the final focal point of this work) is contaminant stray light traveling through the low scattering matching fluid regions on either side of the jar. Diffuse light from this region can refract at the jar-fluid interface onto a primary ray path in the jar region of the transmission projection image. It is possible then that inserting custom blockers on either side of the jar could reduce the overall level of stray light perturbation.
To test this theory out, thick, black cardboard side blockers were inserted at the light source side of the matching tank, positioned 5 mm from the jar edges in the projection image (see figure 10(a) figure 10(c) ). Evidence of stray light impingement is seen in the blocked jar region of the projection image, with a mean transmitted intensity of ∼450 arbitrary units (au) over the blocked jar region, ranging up to 1500 au near the jar walls. Dark field images recorded by the camera typically have a mean intensity of ∼25 au. A second 'blocked jar region' projection image was taken of the 1.48 mg L −1 absorbing solution with the blocker at the camera side of the matching tank ( figure 10(d) ). A small stray light perturbation was again observed in the blocked jar region with a mean intensity of 400 au ranging up to ∼900 au near the jar walls.
The stray light side blocker experiments were repeated under the same conditions as in figure 10(a) , replacing the jar containing 1.48 mg L −1 absorbing solution with jars containing 0.02 and 0.10 g L −1 scattering solution. A slight reduction in reconstructed attenuation (that is particularly noticeable near the jar wall) is observed in the attenuation profiles without the side blockers in place ( figure 11(a) ). The effect is more clearly distinguished at the higher scattering concentration, where the ratio of stray light to primary transmitted light in the image is higher. Compared to the results in figure 10(c), greater stray light impingement is observed into the blocked jar region of the projection image, increasing with scatter concentration (see figures 11(b) and (c)).
Discussion

Scanner light source-detector stability
The reported decrease in a mean jar attenuation value of the calibration 0.1 g L −1 scatter solution as the scanner warms up ( figure 1(a) ) implies that the use of the Vista scanner projection image normalization region does not fully account for light source-detector variation. Taking a closer look at the mean intensity value in the jar region of the projection images from the first data scan ( figure 1(b) ), there is a significant drop in recorded intensity within the time frame of the scan. The Vista software normalization methodology accounts for inter-scan but not intra-scan variation, hence the change in response results in a drop in the reconstructed mean attenuation value.
The results show that the scanner light source essentially stabilizes within the first 1-2 h after the light panel is turned on (see independent photodiode measurements in figure 2(a) ).
However, the sharp peak in recorded intensity observed after the light source is switched off for 5 min, then on again ( figure 2(b) ), indicates a 'cool down' instability in the output of the light source. The Vista scan software up to this point in its development incorporated a procedure of acquiring a dark field image as the last projection image in both reference and data scans by turning the light source off and leaving it off after the scan was completed. The software was henceforth modified to turn off the light source for the minimum amount of time required to acquire the dark field image, after which the light source was turned back on. This fast off-on operation was determined to have a negligible effect on the stability of the light source signal.
As most of the light source instability leading to a calculated reduction in attenuation occurs in the first 2 h of scanner warm-up, a protocol was established requiring: (1) a minimum of 2 h warm-up time prior to dosimeter scanning and (2) that the light source be kept on until completion of the last data scan. The software normalization routine is then able to effectively account for the possibility of a small, slow intensity variation over time suggested by the polynomial fit result from figure 2(a) (on the order of less than 1%). Without this correction, a slight baseline difference between mean light source intensity for the reference and data scans could be observed if the two scans are initiated during the peak and valley of the sinusoidal ripple respectively, or vice versa. Intra-scan light variations are small if the scanner warm up time protocol is employed, but it is conceivable that a further small improvement in measurement precision may be realized if individual projection image normalizations are incorporated in the reconstruction software.
Scan time constraints
The rate of FXG gel dosimeter development determined from the data presented in figure 3 (b) is on par with the results reported by Kelly et al (1998) . Since the rate of attenuation increase is roughly 3% per hour past the post-irradiation time of 30 min, and a typical 360
• , 410 projection Vista scan takes 4-5 min, a mean increase in attenuation of approximately 0.25% occurs between start and end of the scan. Also, the time frame for the dose delivery of complicated treatment plans can be on the order of 5 min, which introduces an additional (intra-scan) variable into consideration for accurate dosimeter readout. The importance of a fast scan time is highlighted through this result. Dosimeter development is prohibitive to FXG dosimeter readout when using a point detection scheme-based optical scanner (with scan time on the order of hours), unless a time-based correction is employed.
In order to reduce the uncertainties introduced by diffusion, it is desirable to minimize the time between irradiation and imaging of the dosimeter. However, the rate of dose development is higher when imaging is performed before the 30 min mark (Kelly et al 1998) , resulting in increased intra-scan attenuation variation. An approximate balance between these two parameters of dosimeter development and spatial dose integrity is found at 15-30 min postirradiation. Given that the effects of diffusion are less significant away from dose gradients, but that dose development variation occurs through the entire dosimeter, a standard postirradiation imaging time of 30 min was established for FXG dosimeter readout. Further reductions in scan time in the future may lead to reducing this time toward to the 15-20 min mark, which can be realistically achieved if the scanner is close in physical location to the irradiator in the clinic. Moving from a full scan over 360
• to a half scan over 180
• plus a fan angle of ∼12
• to fully sample the Radon space (Kak and Slaney 2001) would be one logical step to take toward a shorter scan time, but with a tradeoff of decreased signal to noise. As in the case of dosimeter development, diffusion-related loss of spatial dose integrity over time also effectively prohibits the use of currently available point-detection optical scanners for FXG dosimeter readout due to their slower scan times. However, it is possible that further development of fast first-generation systems, for example, the Krstajic and Doran (2007b) scanner, could achieve the reduced scan times required. The accurate assessment of time between irradiation and scanning is important enough to specify the standard post-irradiation wait time of 30 min prior optical cone-beam imaging to within ±30 s, which is readily accomplished.
Scan temperature constraints
In figure 5(a) , an increase in transmitted intensity (i.e. decrease in attenuation) is observed in the projection images of the scattering solution as the solution warms up to room temperature. This effect is likely due the decreasing difference between the refractive indices of the solvent and scattering particles with increasing temperature (Franklin and Wang 2002) . Given that the 3% increase in measured attenuation occurs over a range of 13
• C, a specification on scanner measurement temperature to within ±1
• C would control the uncertainty in measured attenuation due to the scattering gelatin matrix in the FXG gel dosimeter to ±0.25%. The measurements of the patent blue violet-based absorbing solution were essentially temperature independent ( figure 5(a) ). At this point one may be tempted to leave the scan temperature specification at ±1
• C. This would effectively minimize the temperature-dependent change in scatter attenuation from the gelatin matrix.
The results in figure 5(b) indicate, however, that unlike the patent blue violet dye solution, the FXG gel dosimeter exhibits significant optical attenuation temperature dependence. This thermochromic behavior is believed to be primarily caused by d-orbital spin state crossover of the ferric ion in the ferric ion-xylenol-orange dye complex with an increase in temperature (Wulfsberg 2000) ; this effect should be controlled for accurate dosimetry. The increase in attenuation with temperature was observed to be approximately 2.5% per degree Celsius (figure 6(a)) with or without the gelatin in a solution. This gives strong indication that the ferric ion-xylenol-orange dye complex is the primary source of attenuation change with temperature and that the dosimeter temperature should be strictly controlled to within the practical measurement limit of ±0.1
• C at the point of scanning. This result is more severe than that observed in a previous experiment, where the effect of temperature on un-irradiated FXG samples indicates an increase in the measured absorbance of ∼5% after warming the samples from 5 up to 30
• C (Bero and Kharita 2004) . The two results are consistent, though, as the un-irradiated samples analyzed in Bero and Kharita's experiments primarily contain ferrous ions and only a minimal quantity of the thermochromic behavior-inducing ferric ion.
In order to accomplish the necessary degree of temperature control, two additional protocols were introduced in the scan procedure. First, on the day of irradiation, the refrigerated dosimeter jars are placed in a large covered 'holding' water bath (typically adjusted to between 20.0 and 21.0 ± 0.1
• C depending on the ambient temperature in the clinic) approximately 3-4 h before scanning to ensure temperature uniformity to within roughly ±0.2
• C in the gel dosimeter jar ( figure 6(b) ). The bath is covered to reduce ultraviolet light-driven reactions in the dosimeter. It is noteworthy that the presence of gelatin in a solution significantly slows down temperature equalization in the gel. Second, the temperature of the scanner matching bath is adjusted to the temperature of the holding bath (e.g. 20.0 ± 0.1
• C) immediately prior to the reference scan being performed. There are a few sources of heat in the scanner that can cause the matching bath to warm up over time (the stepper motor, the camera and to a small degree, the light source), so usually the matching bath needs to be cooled to the target temperature. To adjust the matching bath temperature, a PETE jar containing refrigerated water or hot water is placed in the bath under low agitation stirring for a short period of time while monitoring the temperature until the target point is reached. The dosimeter is then inserted in the scanner matching bath and the bath temperature is recorded before and after the reference scan is completed. The dosimeter jar is returned to the covered holding bath until the time of irradiation and returned to the bath after irradiation until the time of the data scan measurement. These two protocols, when followed, significantly reduce observed fluctuations in the measurement that were previously assumed to be due to variation in batch preparation (chemical amounts, sensitivity, process of manufacture, etc).
One practice in gel dosimetry is to use a fitted dose-to-attenuation response obtained from a well-characterized delivery in a calibration FXG gel to regulate the readout of the gel being used as the study dosimeter. In this situation, the two dosimeters are prepared from the same gel batch in identically sized containers and stored under the same conditions (for example, see Babic et al (2008) ). The absolute temperatures of the calibration and measurement dosimeters are not critical, as long as they are kept close to each other. Accomplishing this is relatively straightforward, as the two gels can be both placed in a temperature-controlled warming bath. Our experience is that the dosimeter temperature changes slowly when it is removed to in-air irradiation conditions. It would also be possible to correct the attenuation data by determining the attenuation-temperature dependence for the gel formulation in use and applying this to the attenuation data from each dosimeter based on a measurement of gel temperature. However, we have no need for this approach in our work.
Stray light reduction
The results presented in figure 7(c) clearly indicate that the refractive index (RI) mismatchderived re-direction of light at jar wall interfaces is a primary source of stray light perturbation in the projection image data. There are two obvious approaches that could reduce this perturbation, both related to dosimeter manufacture. First, the PETE dosimeter jar could be replaced with another high optical clarity container derived from an acrylonitrile-based Barex TM , or a polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA)-based polymer. However, the RI value at a wavelength of 590 nm is only marginally different when the PETE jar with an RI of ≈1.58 (Shabana 2004 ) is replaced with Barex with an RI ≈ 1.51 (Islam et al 2003) or PMMA with an RI ≈ 1.49 (Groh and Zimmermann 1991) . Given that the FXG gel has a refractive index of ≈1.345 at 590 nm, a slightly optically scattering fluoropolymer container material such as poly-tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, e.g. Teflon TM ) with an RI ≈ 1.35 at 590 nm (Groh and Zimmermann 1991) would have to be used to provide a reasonable RI match between the gel and the jar material, as used in Babic et al (2008) . Unfortunately, PTFE and its other fluoropolymer counterparts are comparatively expensive and are reasonably difficult to form into high quality, off-the-shelf dosimeter containers. Also, the question of whether optical scatter through the translucent PTFE container wall is more or less detrimental to stray light perturbation than refractive index-mismatch when using PETE has not been addressed to date.
The second option is to raise the RI of the gel and the matching tank fluid close to that of PETE. However, this involves a solvent replacement step that will compromise the water equivalence of the gel and may lead to deleterious changes in the radio-sensitivity of the Fricke-based dosimeter, as discussed previously (Olding et al 2010) . A solid polyurethane radiochromic (PRESAGE TM ) dosimeter is available (Guo et al 2006a (Guo et al , 2006b ) which does not require the use of a container and can be imaged using the cone-beam optical scanner. The lack of container wall-related stray light perturbations in the measurement is one advantage of this system, as long as the non-tissue equivalence of the PRESAGE formulations (Brown et al 2008) is properly accounted for in the dosimetry.
As the RI mismatch-driven re-direction of light at jar wall interfaces is inherent to the physical structure of the dosimeter jar, it is difficult to set imaging protocols that will reduce this form of stray light perturbation in FXG gel dosimetry. Although it has not been confirmed, this effect is the likely source of bowing artifact observed in previous work with the Vista scanner (Jordan and Battista 2006 , Olding et al 2010 .
The second and perhaps the most significant source of stray light perturbation observed in cone-beam imaging of FXG gel dosimeters is angled scatter from the gelatin matrix. The results shown in figures 8(c) and (d) indicate that over 20% of the light arriving at each pixel throughout most of the jar region is scattered onto the primary ray path from a much larger region that is observed in the case of the absorbing solution. Contaminant light intensity at each detector pixel is scattered onto that pixel's primary cone-beam ray path from varied paths throughout the full jar volume ( figure 8(d) ). Without further consideration, this contaminant light intensity appears to compromise the measurement accuracy of the system. Note that the transmission map in figure 8(c) indicates some unexpected non-uniformity in the 2D stray light profile across the jar region of the image. This is partly due to optical effects/artifacts along the central axis of the jar and near the jar edges that have been previously identified and discussed (Jordan and Battista 2006 , Babic et al 2009 , Olding et al 2010 . There is also noise present in the pinhole measurement, which in this case, was averaged over the 4 central pixels in each pinhole transmission region.
In another report, cone-beam optical CT-based FXG gel dosimetry has been shown to have good accuracy in the measurement of 3D dose (Babic et al (2008) , see tables 1 and 2). To explain these results, two lines of thinking come into play. First, the scattering gelatin background does not significantly change during irradiation and hence there may be a partial cancellation in the low spatial variation scatter 'wash' background signal (see figure 8(c) ) between reference and data scan, due to the fact that the ratio of reference to data scan projection intensities is taken during image reconstruction. This stray light perturbation will not be entirely cancelled in the reconstruction (due to the fact that the ratio is logarithmic in nature), but the resulting effect on reconstructed attenuation may be relatively small. Second, the dose response of the 'measurement' FXG gel dosimeter in Babic et al (2008) is calibrated using the attenuation-to-dose relationship obtained from a second wellcharacterized electron-beam-irradiated FXG gel dosimeter. If the angled scatter-based stray light perturbation is consistent between the calibration and measurement dosimeters, its effects may be calibrated out of the volume attenuation data. The results presented by Babic et al indicate that this is not entirely the case, but that a single value measured stray light correction applied to the projection data prior to image reconstruction appears to adequately manage this perturbation.
Looking at the projection image percentage maps presented in figure 9 , the variation in mean scatter contribution between the three jars is seen to be relatively small. The differences are likely related to the degree to which scatter-sourced stray light is attenuated through optical absorption in the dosimeter. That is, stray light is attenuated least in the low absorbing un-irradiated dosimeter, more so in the electron-beam dosimeter and most in the highest absorbing IMRT dosimeter. There are no straightforward imaging protocols for reducing stray light perturbation due to angled scatter. The other Vista scanner imaging wavelength of 633 nm could be used (instead of 590 nm) to reduce the scatter contribution by ∼30%, as optical scattering through the dosimeter follows an approximate third-to fourth-order inverse wavelength dependence (Olding et al 2010) . However, a new radio-sensitive dye would have to be identified, as the response of the iron-xylenol orange complex drops significantly at 633 nm compared to 590 nm (Kelly et al 1998) . At present, the 590 nm imaging wavelength provides the best ratio of optical absorption response to scatter background signal.
The third source of stray light perturbation considered in this work is that due to the low scattering matching fluid on either side of the jar. The two attenuation profiles in figure 10(b) are observed to be very similar; this indicates that the light perturbation from the matching fluid is minimal when imaging absorbing media. This indicates that the overall stray light perturbation from the low scattering matching fluid regions on either side of the jar is minimal when imaging absorbing media. That is, most of the bowing artifact observed in the imaging of uniform absorbing media-filled jars Battista 2006, Olding et al 2010) is due to small angle re-direction of light traveling through the jar, not high angle re-direction of light originating from the regions on either side of the jar. Presumably, the stray light signal observed in the blocked jar region with the blocker at the light source side of the matching tank ( figure 10(c) ) is mostly cancelled in the ratio of reference to data images during image reconstruction, giving the matched profiles in figure 10(b) .
The stray light signal recorded in the blocked jar region of the projection image when the blocker is placed at the camera side of the matching tank ( figure 10(d) ) requires further explanation. This form of stray light perturbation would not be expected to be derived from the negligible light scattering that occurs during travel through the air to the camera. The source of this effect is believed instead to be in the camera optics. In photography, there is a tendency for bright objects in the field of view to reduce the contrast everywhere within the image. This is termed 'veiling glare', a global illumination effect that arises from multiple scattering in the camera lens optics system (Williams 1999) . The standard method for glare measurement involves photographing a dark target surrounded by bright illumination. For high attenuation absorbing solutions such as the 1.48 mg L −1 solution in question, the transmission projection image acquired by the camera fits this description well. It is possible that veiling glare could be a significant source of stray light-induced bowing artifact in the case where the absorbing solution has comparatively high optical absorbance compared to the surrounding matching tank fluid. One approach to reducing veiling glare would be to use a higher quality CCD camera-lens system in the scanner, to prevent multiple scattering in the lens optics. Another tactic to reduce this form of perturbation would be to replace the scanner light source. A variable intensity light source with high area intensity through the jar media and lower area intensity through the low scattering matching fluid regions on either side of the jar would act to both increase the dynamic range of the imaging system and decrease the bright-next-to-dark variability leading to veiling glare. Both of these hardware changes are considered to be outside the scope of this work.
When the absorbing media-filled jar is replaced with a scattering media-filled 1 L PETE jar in the matching tank, the management of high angle re-directed light originating from the regions on either side of the jar becomes more important. This is likely because this light can be further scattered by particles in the scattering media-filled jar onto a cone-beam primary ray path to the CCD detector. Referring to figure 11(a), the level of perturbation is sufficiently different between the reference jar containing matching tank fluid and the jars containing scattering media, that a slight reduction in reconstructed attenuation (which is particularly noticeable near the PETE jar wall) is observed in the attenuation profiles without the side blockers in place. The effect is more clearly distinguished at the higher scattering concentration, where the ratio of stray light to primary transmitted light in the image is higher. Since there is an observable difference in scattering systems, the question of whether the use of side blockers (baffles) in the Vista scanner (Babic et al 2008 (Babic et al , 2009 ) should become standard practice in the imaging of FXG gel dosimeters (incorporating a scattering gelatin matrix) is important.
The 0.02 g L −1 scattering solution in figure 11 was chosen for evaluation because it is a close match in mean attenuation (∼0.42 cm −1 ) to a 5 wt% gelatin-in-water-filled 1 L PETE jar imaged at 590 nm (∼0.45 cm −1 , see Olding et al (2010) ), giving a quantitative sense of the stray light perturbation due to the gelatin matrix. The mean difference in reconstructed attenuation between the cross-jar data profiles in figure 11(a) was found to be less than 0.5% within the region extending from the jar center to 90% of its total radius. This represents the worst-case scenario for the magnitude of stray light perturbation, with little cancellation between the reference scan of the essentially non-scattering matching tank fluid and the data scan of the 0.02 g L −1 scattering solution. The FXG gel dosimeter, on the other hand, has a relatively unchanging gelatin matrix in both reference and data scans, and hence, should see greater cancellation of a gelatin scatter signal between the two scans. Thus, stray light perturbation sourced from the regions on either side of the jar should shift the reported attenuation by much less than 0.5%. Even with this in mind, the side blockers could be left in if there were no other considerations to account for. However, the insertion of these blockers prevents the use of the projection image normalization software correction discussed in section 1. The normalization region corrects for global differences in light source intensity that may be as much as 0.5-1.0% between the reference and data scan. The variability in light source-detector stability over time is comparatively a more significant source of uncertainty. Hence, the decision was made to adhere to the protocol of employing the standard projection image normalization routine, and forego the use of side blockers in the scanner. While a smaller normalization region could be obtained between the jar edge and the side blocker edge if side blockers were in place, the use of the larger standard normalization region is at present preferred. This preference is mostly due to the possibility of greater refractive light intensity variations near the dosimeter jar wall.
Overall, the results presented in this paper suggest some general conclusions for the implementation of optical CT-based gel dosimetry. First, most gel dosimeters will contain a gel-forming matrix material that is (a) inhomogeneous in a refractive index against the surrounding aqueous media, and (b) not well matched in a refractive index to the dosimeter container material. As these differences in refractive index are dependent on, and may be accentuated by, changes in temperature, it is prudent to have some form of temperature control in the optical imaging system. It is also important to establish temperature controls for the actual container size and gel recipe (for example, the weight percentage of gelatin in a solution changes the temperature response, see figure 6(b)) being used for the dosimetry.
Second, most gel dosimeters will exhibit some degree of ongoing dose development at the time of optical imaging. This suggests the implementation of a time control in the imaging. As a matter of standard practice, the post-irradiation time prior to imaging should be optimized for signal to noise, spatial dose integrity, and the speed of results (for each type of dosimeter). Beyond this, the goal should then be to complete the optical scan in as fast a time as possible to minimize intra-scan variations without compromising the quality of the raw intensity data.
Third, since the optical data will inherently be contaminated by stray light perturbation due to angled scatter from the gel-forming matrix material and refractive index mismatch at the container interface, the use of a second calibration gel dosimeter prepared in an identically sized container of the same material and filled with gel from the same batch is strongly indicated. The calibration and measurement dosimeter jars should then be irradiated and imaged under as closely matched time and temperature conditions as possible. The reasoning behind this conclusion is linked to the idea that most of the stray light perturbation will then be effectively cancelled in the dose-to-attenuation calibration relationship applied between the two dosimeters and the environmental variations between dosimeters will be minimized. Not required Inter-jar attenuation-to-dose calibration (1) Two identically-sized gel dosimeter jars from the same gel batch Inter-jar attenuation-to-dose calibration (2) Dosimeters warmed up in parallel in the holding tank water bath until the time of irradiation Inter-jar attenuation-to-dose calibration (3) Dosimeters irradiated within 10-60 min of each other, then returned to the holding tank water bath after irradiation until the time of optical scanning Finally, table 1 summarizes the key suggestions for imaging with the present scanner hardware so as to minimize measurement errors.
Conclusions
Improved FXG dosimeter readout using the Vista cone-beam optical scanner can be realized through particular attention to the management of light source-detector stability, the wait time between irradiation and scan measurement, the overall scan time, and dosimeter scan temperature. Imaging protocols are established in this paper that increases the level of control in each of these areas without compromising the practicality of fast optical cone-beam FXG gel dosimeter readout. The identification of thermochromic behavior in the FXG gel, in particular, is an important step forward in improving its dosimetry. The largest sources of stray light perturbation in the system were identified as being due to angled scatter from the dosimeter gelatin matrix and refraction from the jar wall interfaces, both of which are better addressed through future work on dosimeter modification and an inter jar dose-to-attenuation calibration methodology, rather than by additional imaging protocols. The use of custom-side blockers for stray light reduction is not considered to be critical, and it prevents the use of an important software projection image normalization routine. Hence, specific imaging protocols were not realized in this work for the management of stray light perturbation in this scanner-dosimeter combination. Future effort in this regard should be primarily directed toward substitution of the FXG dosimeter gelatin matrix and dosimeter container materials with stray-light reducing alternatives.
